time of poverty because, well first, he is a lawyer and for his intelligence, wisdom, and perfect behavior, Atticus is respected by everyone. But that soon begins to fade during the trial against a black man, Tom Robison who was accused for raping a white woman named Mayella, Bob Ewell daughter. Since his role as a lawyer he was requested to take Tom Robison’s case and during that time period there was inequality towards black people, so he was losing his respect from people whom respected him before. Such as, when Jem was passing Mrs. Dubose’s house she “would hound Jem for a while on her favorite subjects, her camellias and our father’s nigger-loving propensities”(144). Also, many other people warned Atticus about this case and to not try convincing the jury that Tom Robison is innocent because Tom Robison was already a dead man way before the case even started.

In conclusion, the novel “To Kill A Mockingbird” written by Harper Lee was an amazing and well written novel, filled with adventure and suspense. In every chapter there was at least one important thing that happened. Also, the characters in this novel had their own purpose and impacted the story one way or another. For example, Atticus as a lawyer, he defended Tom Robison, a black man who was accused of raping a white woman. And Jem, maturity rising and truly finds out how the world is and Scout an unusual girl but very smart and confident. All of this characters are well made it almost feels like this were once real people who lived during that time. Finally, even though this book is really old and was the only book written by Harper Lee, its truly an awesome book that should be recommended for everyone to read to take the adventure thats lies ahead.